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the game calculates a sims sexuality by counting
their romantic interactions with either males or

females. so if a bi sim marries a sim of the same
or opposite gender and doesnt cheat theyll

become either totally gay or completely straight.
this mod fixes that by making preference for one
gender not decrease just from interacting with a

different gender. and as a bi woman whos
marrying a man, i appreciate that. the sims 2 is a
game that is as much about the options available

to you in game as it is the gameplay itself. the
game has the ability to customize your sims in a
large number of ways. some of these options are:
a very important part of the game is its ability to
change the look of your sims. in order to do so,
youll need to download and install one of the

many available custom skins. the game comes
with a default skin for the game, but i wont
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recommend using this. the game comes with a
collection of skins that you can select from. this
will provide you with a range of appearances for
your sims to suit your mood and personality. the
game allows you to choose the colour of the eyes

for your sims. you can choose from a range of
colours. in order to select your new eyes, you

need to download and install a custom eyes mod.
youll have the option to download the default

eyes that come with the game or to download a
custom eyes mod. the game comes with a default
eyes mod for the game and i recommend using
this. sims 2 allows you to choose the colour of
your sims fur. you can choose from a range of

colours. in order to select your new fur, you need
to download and install a custom fur mod. youll
have the option to download the default fur that

comes with the game or to download a custom fur
mod. the game comes with a default fur mod for

the game and i recommend using this.
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the sims 2: university is a great expansion pack
that adds lots of great new features and gameplay
options. it also has some of the best clothing and
accessories available in the game. i love the pack
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because it allows you to create the perfect college
student and lets you define what kind of person
you want your sim to be. you can make your sim
exude confidence, or you can have a sim who is a
slacker. theres really no limit to what you can do.
the sims 2 freetime, has been released, and its a

great expansion pack. like the univeristy
expansion it gives you a lot of new options and

gameplay features. one of the most useful
additions is the ability to sleep at night. this

means that you can now be a mommy or daddy
and have an active life outside of the home.

theres also the ability to go on vacations, which
adds alot of fun to the game. new appliances and

decor are included too, which really helps with
creating the perfect home. theres also a new

neighbourhood called the harbour, with a whole
range of new objects to use in your house. i love
the expansion, and i hope to see more of it in the

future. one of my favourite sims 2 expansion
packs is the sims 2: h&m fashion stuff, because its
one of the few, if not only, expansion packs that
adds more clothes to the game. while the sims 2:

university added alot of new clothing, this one
added alot of new accessories. it added things like
gloves and purses and even a girls version of the
famous fur coat! and there was also some new
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clothing for men. i like this pack for its simplicity.
there arent alot of features included but what

there is works really well. 5ec8ef588b
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